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ABSTRACT 

Sciatica impacts many corporations. It is a symptom of pain radiating downward from the buttock over the posterior or the 

lateral aspect of the lower limb. It is commonly assumed to be caused by the compression of a nerve, the dynamics of the 

human spine and lumbar disc syndrome. Forty subjects were recruited to the present study, 20 to each sciatica and controls 

(20) within the present take a look at. The prevalence of the index situation (P index) is synonymous with the frequency of all 

high quality judged diagnostic techniques (the index condition) via the observers.  We recruited topics for the study of 

consecutive patients as they appeared inside the institutional spine center. The examiner group consisted of 20 subjects, 15 

women and 5 guys: suggest age changed into 31 years (variety 22–50 years), top a hundred and seventy ± nine cm (suggest ± 

general deviation), and weight 80 ± 23 kg. The mean ESLR perspective for the sciatic institution changed into 60 ± 19° 

(variety 30°- eighty five°) even as control group’s mean ESLR attitude was 84° ± eight° (range 70°- 90°). The ESLR needs 

to be in addition assessed for its validity and diagnostic overall performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sciatica impacts many corporations. It is a symptom of 

pain radiating downward from the buttock over the 

posterior or the lateral aspect of the lower limb. It is 

commonly assumed to be caused by the compression of a 

nerve, the dynamics of the human spine and lumbar disc 

syndrome.1Around 2/3rd of sufferers with low back pain 

(LBP) additionally record leg pain.2 The alternative of 

significant spinal pathology or different non-spinal 

reasons for the leg ache are dominated; the disparity 

analysis is amongst leg pain because of sciatica or non-

precise referred pain from other structures inside the low 

lower back. Making this diagnostic choice is 

acknowledged as hard and clinicians can disagree on the 

diagnosis.3 It is not constantly possible or essential to 

make particular diagnoses in primary care putting like disc 

herniation, and spinal stenosis but early identity and 

differentiation of symptoms of low back associated leg 

pain (LBLP) are essential for speaking in all likelihood 

prognosis and analysis to patients, formulating treatment 

plans and guiding the want for well-timed referrals to 

expert services. 

 In approximately ninety% of the cases, sciatica is 

caused by a herniated disc with nerve root compression, 

however lumbar stenosis and tumors are feasible causes. 

The analysis of sciatica and its management varies 

drastically within and among nations.4
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Low again pain is chief fitness trouble among populations, 

and a chief reason for clinical charges, absenteeism, and 

disabilit.5One of the headaches of low back pain is radiated 

or sciatic pain, that's much like low back pain. It is extra 

persistent and more extreme than low back ache and has 

less favorable final results, ingesting extra health assets. 

The primary motive of signs and symptoms is thought to 

be the inflammatory method, which leads to irritation or 

compression of the affected nerve root through 

surrounding tissues.6Therefore, present have a look at 

objectives to perceive the mixture of items from Medical 

prognosis of sciatica in conjunction with low lower back 

ache patients in tertiary care sanatorium. To explore the 

challenges of reference widespread choice for the 

diagnosis of sciatica, reference requirements were 

compared.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

This study was done in orthopedics at Sri 

Lakshmi Narayana Institute of Medical Sciences, 

Puducherry and study period from September 2013 to 

October 2014. The institutional ethics committee granted 

moral popularity of this study. Subjects were given records 

approximately the have a look at and that they gave written 

consent to participate and have been capable of withdraw 

from the study at any time. The protocol for this examine 

was designed according to guidelines for reproducibility 

studies for diagnostic methods of Patijn J et al. 

Forty subjects were recruited to the present study, 

20 to each sciatica and controls (20) within the present take 

a look at. The prevalence of the index situation (P index) 

is synonymous with the frequency of all high quality 

judged diagnostic techniques (the index condition) via the 

observers.  We recruited topics for the study of 

consecutive patients as they appeared inside the 

institutional spine center. The Study Controller to begin 

with tested all patients and recruited them after performing 

a whole medical examination with an intensive affected 

person records. These become completed to decide which 

sufferers have been probably to have exhibited sciatica and 

a lumbar nerve root ailment affecting the feasible mechano 

sensitivity and mechanical behavior of the lumbosacral 

nerve roots. The sciatic signs were no longer required to 

reach below the knee. The subjects allotted to the sciatic 

group were decided on the use of a combination of patient 

history and clinical findings to stumble on sciatic 

sufferers, and more particularly, with the combination of 

signs and symptoms/findings of unilateral leg ache, leg 

pain being. 

The ESLR (Extended straight leg raise) 

procedure started the similar way as the traditional SLR. 

The subjects lay supine and with their head in neutral 

position supported by a standard pillow. The examiner was 

positioned facing the patient on the same side of the bed 

as the lifted limb. The examiner’s fingers had been 

positioned proximally straight away above the patella and 

distally behind the calf/Achilles tendon. With this grip, the 

problem’s leg become lifted passively towards 90°with the 

hip in neutral rotation, knee completely extended and 

ankle left loose, persevering with till the primary 

Symptoms emerged or symptoms at rest had been 

expanded through 30%. In case no responses were evoked, 

the SLR was ceased at 90°.  

The affected person became knowledgeable via 

the Study Controller to document rising responses both 

vocally and by using stating the region to Examiner. With 

the sciatic organization, ESLR was performed best at the 

symptomatic facet, at the same time as in the control 

institution the Study Controller decided on the tested side 

randomly. 

 At the hip flexion angle of evoked responses, a 

structural differentiation movement based on the location 

of the evoked responses (proximal = buttock/hamstring, or 

distal = below the knee) Became finished to decide 

whether the signs and symptoms had been of neural or 

musculoskeletal origin. These location-particular 

maneuvers emphasize nerve movement within the relevant 

region without moving the adjoining musculoskeletal 

systems. 

For subjects whose symptoms occurred in the 

gluteal and hamstring areas, the differentiating movement 

was passive ankle dorsiflexion. This was executed by 

moving the examiner’s proximal hand from above the 

knee to the ball and toes of the foot while keeping the SLR 

angle constant and dorsiflexing the ankle gently from 

neutral position to 90° of dorsiflexion. Ankle dorsiflexion 

applies tension to, and moves, the sciatic nerve distally 

without moving biceps femoris muscle. 

 

For the proximal nerve motion for sufferers with 

distal reproduction of symptoms (beneath the knee), hip 

internal rotation changed into used to distinguish the 

evoked responses to be of neural beginning. This changed 

into accomplished with the identical hand positioning as 

described earlier with the SLR by using turning the 

examiner’s wrists to produce inner rotation to the hip joint 

whilst keeping the SLR angle at evoked responses stable 

and avoiding adduction of the hip. In case the SLR did not 

provoke any responses before or at 90° of hip flexion, the 

test was judged negative and no structural differentiation 

was performed. If the concern’s signs evoked with the aid 

of the test expanded with the aid of structural 

differentiation, the ESLR became dominated to contain a 

neural thing and deemed high quality. Conversely, the take 

a look at turned into deemed bad if the structural 

differentiation did not growth the SLR-provoked signs and 

symptoms. 

Two aspects were required for a nice check: i) 

duplicate of the issue’s clinical symptoms all through the 

SLR, and ii) boom of those symptoms with differentiating 
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movement. A critical remark with the ESLR is that it is 

vital to perform the differentiating motion only at a 

vicinity this is anatomically exceptional from the vicinity 

of the evoked symptoms, i.e. Proximal signs and 

symptoms ➔ distal differentiation, and vice versa. In case 

the differentiating motion become accomplished on the 

identical anatomical location as the evoked symptoms, it's 

going to probably purpose some symptoms/ sensations at 

the website online of provoked signs, which can be 

pressured with because the worsening of sciatic signs and 

symptoms. 

 

RESULTS  

The examiner group consisted of 20 subjects, 15 

women and 5 guys: suggest age changed into 31 years 

(variety 22–50 years), top a hundred and seventy ± nine 

cm (suggest ± general deviation), and weight 80 ± 23 kg. 

The mean ESLR perspective for the sciatic institution 

changed into 60 ± 19° (variety 30°- eighty five°) even as 

control group’s mean ESLR attitude was 84° ± eight° 

(range 70°- 90°).  

The interrater settlement among affected person 

1 and affected person 2 for the ESLR became 0.Eighty five 

(p < 0.001, 95%CI: zero.Seventy one–zero.ninety nine) 

translating to nearly best settlement as measured by using 

Cohen’s Kappa (Table 2). The usual agreement rate 

among Examiners 1 and a couple of become 92.5,and 

ninety five.Zero between E1/SC, and again ninety 

seven.5% between E2/ SC. There had been 3/20 subjects 

whose SLR result changed into no longer unanimous: 2 in 

the symptomatic organization (ESLR+ eighty° with both 

subjects) and one within the manipulate institution 

(hamstring tightness at 70°). When the ESLR became in 

comparison to the conventional SLR, we observed that the 

settlement become handiest partial: All 20/20 subjects 

inside the manage group (ESLR-) we additionally judged 

as ‘negative’ with the conventional SLR. In the sciatic 

(ESLR+) institution 15/20 had been determined ‘fine’ with 

the traditional SLR.  

However, four/20 traditional SLRs in the sciatic 

group have been decided poor because of the hip flexion 

perspective reaching over 70 ranges, and a couple of/20 

had been poor because the evoked signs with the 

conventional SLR have been constrained to 

hamstring/gluteal place. The normal agreement charge 

between the ESLR and traditional SLR outcomes became 

50% (20/40). Kappa values among the conventional SLR 

and the E1’s or E2’s ESLR consequences had been zero.50 

(p < 0.0001; 75%CI 0.27–0.73) and 0.Fifty four (p < 

0.0001; 80p.CCI 0.30–0.Seventy seven), respectively. The 

go tabulations are offered. General agreement among the 

ESLR and conventional SLR changed into 0.50 (p < 

0.0001;90%CI0.27–0.73). 

 

Discussion 

For the ESLR definition and place-unique 

structural differentiation actions such as ankle dorsiflexion 

and hip inner rotation, we showed top-notch reliability 

because there has been almost ideal agreement among 

sciatica patients and without sciatica (controls)When in 

comparison to the conventional SLR consequences the 

inter-rater agreement turned into only slight. 

Condemnation of the SLR has been 

approximately its diversification in diagnosing lumbar 

disc hernia, particularly specificity. This is probably 

because of a less than an excellent idea as to what the test 

measures. Many mechanisms and pathologies can relate to 

radicular pain and the SLR.8 Even even though mechanical 

compression (disc hernia) can; mechano sensitivity, 

inflammatory troubles, and impairment of neural motion 

can also be vital factors and lumbar disc hernias are 

frequently asymptomatic.9The SLR is indirect because it 

examines physical mechanisms including mechanical 

characteristics and sensitivity, now not pathology, disease, 

or anatomical changes, as mentioned additionally via 

Walsh and Hall.10 

We extended the SLR by adding differentiation 

movements to it based on the meticulous scientific 

information on the outcomes of different additives of the 

SLR to the frightened gadget. Moreover, because the SLR 

is employed more than other tests in medical practice 

worldwide with LBP, implementing the execution and 

interpretation of this test may create a greater relevant 

impact in the clinical and scientific community.  

By adding a differentiating maneuver to the SLR, 

a test able to emphasize neural signs over musculoskeletal 

is created. These adjustments were selected so the 

examiner can flow the nerves without shifting the 

musculoskeletal structures at the website online where the 

signs have been provoked.11 Specifically, if there is 

mechanosensitivity or anxiety inside the neural structures, 

neural motion generated from asymptomatic 

musculoskeletal place reasons the symptom aggravation 

via which it is able to be separated from musculoskeletal 

signs.  

This is massive, for example, whilst assessing a 

patient with a proximal reproduction of signs and 

symptoms with the SLR: Traditionally the SLR could have 

been decided as negative, however with the structural 

differentiation. It now may be possible to test if the signs 

and symptoms spring to mind from neural tissues.  

Furthermore, it is possible to discern the evoked 

symptoms effortlessly regardless of at which hip flexion 

attitude they may be provoked and therefore can discard 

the angle restrictions suggested with the conventional 

SLR. The close-to-best inter-rate settlement for the ESLR 

is no longer the most effective and increases the value of 

this take a look, but also reliability and repeatability in 

interpretation are of paramount significance and represent 
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a valuable part of this research. Also, the moderate 

settlement determined among ESLR and historically 

carried out SLR does suggest the potential of ESLR in 

integrative interpretation as to clean ambiguousness found 

in traditional SLR trying out, in particular in situations 

where in conventional SLR is eliciting signs and 

symptoms over 70 tiers and while duplicate of signs and 

symptoms does not arise under the knee. 

Reflecting on the existing examination, the lack 

of a legitimate reference standard can be taken into 

consideration as a weakness. On the alternative hand, it 

has been shown that, via the use of an aggregate of affected 

person records and medical findings, sciatic sufferers can 

reliably be extracted from the patient populace.12 

Accordingly we used this as a reference preferred for the 

SC to categorize and allocate the topics to sciatic and 

control groups. Then once more, this type no longer plays 

a fundamental role in interrater reliability/repeatability 

analysis as it's miles in the end a question for the 

settlement of the ESLR result (nice/bad).  

Another limitation for the has a look at can be that 

the conventional SLR turned into achieved with the aid of 

a treating physician and now not by way of a blinded 

examiner. Our issue pattern reflects a sensible patient-care 

setting in a specialized backbone health center on which 

the businesses have been matched to 20 subjects each, but 

at the same time, it does now not constitute a sensible 

population-wide distribution of sciatic and nonspecific 

low returned ache sufferers. As the percentage of sciatic 

patients in the ordinary population is significantly lower, 

this could be taken into consideration as an obstacle of the 

have a look at. 

This study became designed to check ESLR’s 

repeatability and interrater agreement at the check end 

result in preference to checking out how special variables 

are expecting the life of a positive circumstance. It is 

noteworthy, that we had been capable of regulating the 

SLR so that both scientific application and interpretation 

of the ESLR have been dependable and repeatable, and 

produced regular consequences between blinded 

examiners even without the expertise of affected person 

records, imaging, or other clinical tests.  

The addition of vicinity-based differentiation 

actions (hip inner rotation or ankle dorsiflexion) to the 

SLR produces a promising test with which it could be 

capable to parent neural signs and symptoms from 

musculoskeletal. This know-how can result in better 

recognition of patients with sciatic/neural illnesses and in 

making plans for greater state-of-the-art and focused 

treatment protocols. In the future, the ESLR needs to be in 

addition assessed for its validity and diagnostic overall 

performance. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The unlimited SLR provides hip inner rotation or 

ankle dorsiflexion to use extra anxiety to the neural tissues 

than the SLR. The ESLR produces regular results in 

sufferers with LBP with sciatica and also range-of-motion 

program one of the high significant effect on the 

knowledge and the pain among patients with sciatic pain. 
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